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Abstract
Background: We sought to improve the care of pediatric patients with possible appendicitis by decreasing
unnecessary CT scanning. In an early QI initiative, we systematically emphasized the superiority of Ultrasonography
(US) over CT, but did not find a decrease in CT utilization in practice. We therefore redoubled our initiative using a
multimodal approach. We hypothesized a combined diagnostic and treatment pathway that allowed residual
diagnostic uncertainty and used both surgery and antibiotic therapy for appendicitis that would decrease the need
for diagnostic CT scanning.
Results: Prior to implementation of the protocol, 33% of ER patients with appendicitis typical abdominal pain were
treated for appendicitis (with surgery); after implementation, the total number treated remained unchanged 32.5%
(p = NS), but the appendectomy rate dropped from 33 (204/619) to 23% after implementation of the pathway (96/
419, p < 0.0005) with 50 patients treated with antibiotics. There was a reduction in CT scanning (pre 39% vs. 11%, p
< 0.0001) while the use of US increased (pre 30% vs. 53%, p < 0.0001). The perforation rate decreased from 12 to
5% (p < 0.002) and negative appendectomy decreased from 13 to 4% (p < 0.0001). Of the 50 patients treated with
antibiotics, 10 eventually crossed over to surgery.
Conclusion: The use of a diagnostic and therapeutic pathway that offers antibiotic therapy for early probable
appendicitis decreases the need for diagnostic CT scanning without increasing morbidity in pediatric appendicitis.
Adherence to a medical/surgical treatment protocol that reserves surgery for clinically advanced appendicitis results
in a reduction in CT scanning, perforation rates, negative appendectomy rates, and overall surgery for appendicitis.

Background
The use of the abdominal computed tomography (CT)
scan to diagnose or confirm appendicitis is a common
component of the emergency room workup for pediatric
appendicitis. The availability and speed of the test, combined with its sensitivity and specificity, makes it appealing as a diagnostic tool in appendicitis [1, 2]. That said,
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widespread CT use in the evaluation of pediatric appendicitis has been criticized due to radiation exposure because the population is at higher risk of CT-related
radiation injury [3, 4].
The best imaging alternative to CT for evaluating appendicitis is ultrasound (US) [5–7]. At our institution, an
early QI (quality improvement) initiative was directed towards educating physicians to use US in favor of CT scanning. This early effort proved to be largely unsuccessful.
While our efforts in that early intervention did result
in more US being done, it did not seem to decrease the
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rate of CT scanning. When we delved into the reasons
for this, it appeared that both ER physicians and surgeons were unwilling to operate on patients with early
clinical symptoms or “soft positive” findings on US. This
left ER physicians in a difficult position because they
were unwilling to send such indeterminate patients
home. Thus, both surgeons and ER physicians were uncomfortable with the remaining diagnostic uncertainty.
As such, it seemed many indeterminate patients were
evaluated with CT scanning in spite of the recommended US. Once we understood this, we initiated a
broader institutional QI program to better address the
institutional preferences that favored widespread CT
scanning and then provide a functional alternative. In
this effort, rather than simply recommending the preferred diagnostic modality (US), we sought to better
understand and address the systematic reasons ER physicians and surgeons continued to order CTs.
After we approached the problem from this larger
multidisciplinary QI process, we then sought to establish
a pathway for a safe and definitive disposition from the
ER, be it at home, admission, or surgery. Upon review of
recent literature, we concluded that antibiotic therapy
provided a safe intervention for patients with probable
early appendicitis even if there was some clinical
diagnostic uncertainty [8–11]. As such, we designed the
pathway to allow for antibiotic therapy in probable early
appendicitis as a reasonable treatment/disposition
alternative for early intervention in lieu of CT scanning
while reserving surgery for clinically obvious appendicitis
[12–15].

Methods
We first attempted to understand why the evaluation of
pediatric appendicitis favored CT scanning over US in
our hospital system. We held focus meetings between
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surgeons, ER physicians, and radiologists to understand
practice preferences.
In order to understand and address the problem, we
used a QI instrument known as the Ishikawa Diagram.
The Ishikawa Diagram is a quality improvement tool
used to simplify and clarify systemic preferences that
might lead to specific practice patterns and outcomes.
The diagram helps us understand the practical reasons
why physicians preferred CT scanning over US (Fig. 1).
We then crated a clinical tool to allow practitioners to
follow a diagnostic and therapeutic pathway rather than
CT scanning. We started with an established diagnostic
scoring system (the Pediatric Appendicitis Score) to
screen for probable appendicitis [16–19]. We coupled
this with the US/imaging results.
To make it practically applicable, we overlaid what we
understood to be best practices in medical therapy and surgery onto the PAS scoring system. This combined diagnostic and therapeutic pathway became the QI intervention.
The pathway was agreed upon by consensus agreement
among surgeons after review of recent randomized trials
using antibiotic therapy as a treatment alternative for early
appendicitis. The pathway tool appeared to give options for
clinicians to provide patients with safe treatment alternatives that avoided surgery yet also allowed for treatment
and disposition in the face of mild diagnostic uncertainty.
The presented algorithm, while novel, is based on established/validated diagnostic tools (the PAS score and US).
While the pathway allows for the antibiotic treatment of
appendicitis based on the PAS/US findings rather than reserving antibiotic therapy for strict CT criteria; it is still
much more rigorous than a decision for surgery based on
clinical impression or laboratory testing alone (such as
would be done for suspected peritonitis). In other words,
in a worst case scenario, the pathway favors unnecessary
antibiotic therapy over a negative appendectomy.

Fig. 1 Ishikawa Fishbone diagram of factors leading to excessive CT scanning in pediatric abdominal pain patients
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This novel approach is supported by a few assumptions
that are generally accepted in appendicitis care (even if
not universally practiced in all systems/institutions).
Firstly, antibiotic therapy for appendicitis, when effective,
appears to work best in appendicitis, when the diameter is
< 10 mm and when therapy is implemented early. Secondly, surgeons are quite comfortable and even trained to
operate on appendicitis based on clinical indications (e.g.,
peritonitis) in advanced, clinically obvious, and even complicated cases of appendicitis. In other words, the clinical
imperatives generally supersede the diagnostic tools when
it comes to the sickest patients. Thirdly, we assumed that
5 days of antibiotic therapy, even if given inappropriately,
was a lesser harm than unnecessary surgery (our institutional rate of negative appendectomy was historically high,
even with liberal CT scanning). Fourth, and perhaps most
importantly, if antibiotic therapy can be used for both
early and complicated appendicitis, and if antibiotic therapy is effectively comparable to surgery in randomized trials, there seemed to be little harm in implementing
antibiotic therapy early (based on other validated clinical
pathways and studies using antibiotic therapy as an alternative to surgery). At its best, the pathway allowed for
equivalent therapy relative to a clinical staging system
(surgery vs antibiotics for early appendicitis).
When the pathway was presented to the IRB/QI process
for review, emphasis was on ensuring that all patients received an acceptable/appropriate diagnostic investigation
relative to their symptoms and objective findings. At the
very least, it was noted that none of the pathway outcomes
were outside of general standards of care for appendicitis. It
was thus determined that the systematic implementation of
US with the new emphasis on the PAS clinical score was
consistent with other published practices. Because the pathway thereafter employed equivalent established therapeutic
options (early antibiotic therapy vs surgery), the IRB
allowed the algorithm to be used as a QI tool.
The pathway was implemented in the emergency department (ER) in all patients <18 years of age presenting
with appendicitis typical abdominal pain (ATAP), e.g.,
right lower quadrant pain, periumbilical pain associated
with fever or vomiting, lower abdominal pain and fever,
and peritonitis. The Pediatric Appendicitis Score (PAS)
was paired with imaging results and medical/surgical therapy to determine patient disposition. Children were to be
discharged home (low PAS), treated with IV/oral antibiotic therapy for probable early appendicitis (low PAS,
early positive/suspicious US), admitted for non-operative
management (low/mid PAS with appendix < 1 cm diameter), or taken directly to the operating room for surgical
intervention (high PAS, US positive, perforation or > 1 cm
appendix) based on PAS and imaging results. The pathway encouraged ER providers to document a clinical PAS
score, obtain laboratory studies, and an US to evaluate for
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appendicitis in all patients with appendicitis type abdominal pain. Exceptions to US were allowed in the pathway if
a CT or positive US had previously been obtained at an
outside facility and in cases of clinical peritonitis with a
PAS in the 9–10 range wherein the surgeon determined
to operate without imaging.
Patients who received non-operative management and
who showed clinical improvement in 24 h were discharged
home with a 7-day course of antibiotics (augmentin, alternative: cipro/flagyl). Patients who demonstrated no improvement or clinical deterioration (persistent abdominal
pain, worsening leukocytosis) with non-operative management underwent laparoscopic appendectomy.
The pathway was prospectively implemented for over a
year, and then, outcomes were retrospectively compared
to two prior years, one wherein the institution made a systematic effort to prioritize US over CT use in the evaluation of pediatric abdominal pain. It was also compared to
a year when there was no institutional diagnostic pathway,
imaging “best practice” initiatives, or systematic efforts in
pediatric appendicitis (Fig. 2).
Patients consented for medical or surgical therapy via a
standard informed consent process. All patients under 18
years of age presenting with ATAP were included in the review. Charts were reviewed from all patients who underwent
appendectomy and those who had diagnostic codes consistent with ATAP in order to evaluate how CT/US and the
diagnostic pathway were used. In order to conduct the review, ICD-10 codes were used to identify patients (i.e., ICD10 codes for right lower quadrant pain, periumbilical pain,
lower abdominal pain, peritonitis, diffuse abdominal pain, appendicitis, perforated appendicitis, and other appendicitis).
Diagnostic interventions were also reviewed and compared between years including CBC, CRP, US, and CT
scan results. In addition to diagnostic interventions, other
outcome measures included crossover to surgery, negative
appendectomy (pathology assessment), and rates of perforation (if deemed perforated by either surgeon or pathologist) and failure of medical management. Statistical
analysis between groups was done with Fisher’s exact test
in consultation with institutional statisticians.

Results
The total number of patients seen for appendicitis type
abdominal pain (ATAP) did not vary significantly between
years and referral rates from outside hospitals that
remained unchanged. After implementation of the pathway, there was no significant change in the number of patients evaluated (mean = 346/year).
Prior to implementation of the protocol, 33% of ER patients with appendicitis typical abdominal pain were
treated with appendectomy. The rate of appendectomy for
appendicitis typical abdominal pain did not vary between
the two retrospective years. During prior years,
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Fig. 2 Pediatric appendicitis pathway implemented in our study

appendectomy rate on patients with appendicitis typical
abdominal pain was 33% (204/619—2 years).
During the year of pathway utilization, the number of
patients treated for appendicitis did not change significantly (32.5% (p = NS) were treated for appendicitis).
However, the way appendicitis was treated varied as
medical therapy for early appendicitis was integrated
into systemic care. After implementation of the pathway,
the overall rate of appendectomy dropped to 23% (96/419,
p < 0.0005). Fifty patients were treated with antibiotics. Of
the 50 patients treated with antibiotics for appendicitis, 10
crossed over to surgical therapy without undue morbidity.
Rates of perforation in the early antibiotic group were significantly lower than the surgical group.
Use of the protocol resulted in a reduction in CT scanning
(pre 39% vs. post 11%, p < 0.0001) and also increased the use
of US over CT (pre 30% vs. 53%, p < 0.0001) (Fig. 3). It is important to keep in mind that these are rates for all ER

patients with ATAP, and many were clinically deemed to
not meet the criteria for either CT or US. While CT scanning rates improved significantly with the pathway, it was
not avoided completely. We found that this was for two
main reasons. Most commonly it was because patients were
referred from outside centers with CT scanning done prior
to referral. There were also select patients who underwent
CT scanning at our facility at the discretion of ER and surgical providers due to individual circumstances (CT was still
offered to patients as a diagnostic alternative to treatment
with antibiotic therapy). Moreover, based on US findings,
CT scanning was occasionally necessary for appropriate
treatment (e.g., for percutaneous drainage of an advanced
peri-appendiceal abscess seen on US).
Overall, the pathway was largely successful at our institution, and the protocol continues to be utilized. After
the implantation of the pathway, the vast majority of
CTs were done at referral centers (Fig. 4). Moreover,

Fig. 3 CT utilization at our institution before/after protocol was implemented
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Fig. 4 Appendectomy rates before vs. after protocol initiation. There
were significantly fewer patients treated with surgery after the
implementation of the pathway

once the pathway was implemented and antibiotic treatment was integrated as an early therapeutic option, the
perforation rate decreased from 12 to 5% (p < 0.002) and
negative appendectomy decreased from 13 to 4% (p <
0.0001). Of the 50 patients treated with antibiotics, 10
eventually crossed over to surgery (Figs. 4 and 6).

Discussion
The goal of this quality improvement effort was to reduce
unnecessary CT scanning for the evaluation of abdominal
pain [20]. The early best practice initiatives using US were
generally ineffective within our system. Prior to implementation of the pathway, even with systemic efforts improved at US utilization, the overall CT use was not
significantly affected (Fig. 5).
Because of this, a new multidisciplinary QI review was
undertaken in order to establish the pathway. The review
revealed that physicians preferred the definitive diagnostic
certainty provided by CT. CT scanning eased difficult conversations with parents when the treatment disposition
was in question (surgery, admit, or send home). In other
words, practitioners felt the CT was the “gold standard,”

Fig. 5 CT and ultrasound utilization rates for all ATAP
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especially when US was equivocal or indeterminate. Practitioners did not feel that US provided definitive disposition options when families asked if there was a better
available test. This was compounded by the fact that the
radiologists often recommended “further imaging with CT
based on clinical correlation.” As such, ER physicians and
surgeons alike felt obligated to obtain diagnostic accuracy
in order to best inform families.
We therefore changed tactics and used established
quality improvement tools to look at our systematic
practice. With the use of these tools, it became clear that
institutional preferences for CT were deeply embedded
in physician practice. The main problems clarified by QI
tools were that US did not appear to be sufficiently definitive, was not as readily available as CT, and left caregivers with diagnostic uncertainty. This left ER physician
and surgeons without a clear disposition or treatment
intervention, and physicians were not comfortable with
admitting/observing when a more definitive diagnostic
option was available (CT). We speculated this practice
was likely reflected provider indecision or difficulty with
disposition for abdominal pain patients with indeterminate or early appendicitis based on US alone. Those practice biases explained why providers continued to rely on
CT to provide immediate disposition and treatment options for patients and surgical and ER caregivers.
Interestingly, our results indicate that the broad use of
CT was not improving the clinical practice in the way
physicians believed it was. Broad use of CT did not improve our ability to decrease perforation and negative
appendectomy rates prior to implementation of the
pathway. Moreover, given our moderately high preintervention negative appendectomy rate, it appears
(again in retrospect) that liberal CT use may have actually increased our appendectomy rate and thereby increased the rate of unnecessary surgery [21] (Figs. 5 and
6). Other centers and studies have also indicated a
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Fig. 6 Rates of perforation before and after implementation of
the protocol

paradoxical increased rate of appendectomy with liberal
CT utilization [22].
After the identification of systematic problems favoring CT utilization, we identified antibiotic therapy as a
pragmatic solution to both the diagnostic uncertainty
and disposition problems noted by caregivers. As we developed our appendicitis pathway, we realized that the
key intervention was not to simply encourage or
mandate the use of US, but to provide a definitive disposition to supplant the underlying reason physicians
were using CT [23]. We reasoned that if the current surgical evidence supported antibiotic therapy for early appendicitis as equivalent to surgery, there could be little
harm in making a diagnostic and therapeutic pathway
that prioritized a clinical diagnosis of appendicitis and
gave disposition options that were at least as safe and
definitive as CT and surgery alone.
We believed there were two potential problems with
the pathway. Firstly, we took an established scoring system (PAS) and added antibiotic therapy to it which
added a layer of complexity for caregivers. Such was also
not the original design or intent of the PAS, and we did
not know how well the pathway would work practically
with the added complexity. That said, upon review with
the care teams, the complexity appeared understandable
and manageable. It also appeared safe based upon reviews of recent literature about antibiotic therapy for
pediatric appendicitis [8, 24, 25].
The pathway also raised a second potential problem:
possible overtreatment with antibiotics. After we
assessed the total number of patients that presented with
appendicitis typical abdominal pain (ATAP) that fit the
criteria using the PAS score and the US criteria, we decided that the total number of patients who might be
overtreated with antibiotics would be relatively low. In
the end, we determined this would need to be one of the
outcome metrics of the quality improvement initiative.
That noted, our results indicate that by adhering to
the pathway, we did not grossly overtreat with antibiotics. The total number of patients treated for ATAP did
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not differ significantly between years, nor did the total
number of appendicitis patients differ between years (including those treated with antibiotics). So while it is
likely some were treated earlier and more liberally for
appendicitis, it does not appear that the number was
high. Moreover, the result seems to be a favorable trade
off in that the total number of patients treated with surgery decreased significantly. Moreover, the rate of negative appendectomy also dropped indicating that, if
patients were overtreated with antibiotics, the trade-off
was fewer unnecessary surgeries.
This review demonstrates that implementation of a structured pathway or protocol in assessing pediatric patients
with appendicitis type abdominal pain has several advantages. The first is that it did decrease the number of unnecessary CT scans in our population. The second
advantage of the pathway is it leads to a reduction in the
amount of negative appendectomies or, in other words, unnecessary surgeries, without increasing the risk of complicated or perforated appendicitis. In addition, overall surgery
rates, negative appendectomy rates, and appendiceal perforation rates all decreased significantly when compared to
management prior to implementation of the protocol.
Overall, the institutional experience has been favorable, and
the pathway continues to be utilized. Our experience is that
many families wish to try antibiotic therapy as a comparable alterative to surgery in early appendicitis.
There are limitations to the study in that it was conducted at a single institution. Implementing the pathway
in other facilities would strengthen the conclusions. The
pathway also has inherent limitations as a quality improvement project as the results may be dependent on
improving weaknesses in a local/contained medical system. Additionally, though we observed improved clinical
outcomes, many of these were observed secondarily and
could be related to measurement effect/pathway implantation. We also experienced treatment failures with
some patients crossing over to surgery after failing medical management (20%). These failure results were consistent with the results of pediatric RCTs comparing
medical therapy to surgery for appendicitis. That said,
this also correlated with a decreased rate of perforation
and complicated appendicitis supporting the notion that
early medical therapy is a safe alternative.
Again, it is worth noting that in one of the comparison
years, we did make a prior institutional effort to improve
our accuracy with US. Unfortunately, our efforts simply
resulted in more US being done without a decrease in
CT scanning. This speaks to the importance of understanding that QI processes are not single-pronged (e.g.,
not as simple as telling physicians to use US). Specifically, our experience highlights how QI processes and
problems are multifaceted and the results of the interventions can also reach beyond the intended outcome.
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In our case, it seemed ER physicians and surgeons
were unwilling to operate on patients with early clinical
symptoms or “soft” findings on US, and as such, most
indeterminate patients were further evaluated with CT
scanning in spite of the US pathway. The problem then
was that patients who then also had “soft” findings of appendicitis (CT positive without clear surgical indications
such as point tenderness or peritonitis) were then taken
for surgery because the surgeons felt obligated to adhere
to the CT findings. This behavior likely accounts for the
14% rate of negative appendectomy when US and CT
were used without the pathway.
This issue highlights the strength of the pathway in that
it offers a simple, low-risk, and surgical alternative for
early or indeterminate appendicitis: antibiotic therapy. Although the goal of the QI intervention was to decrease unnecessary CT scanning by providing viable diagnostic and
therapeutic options, it turns out that the probable value of
the pathway was that it allowed surgeons and ER physicians alike to approach early appendicitis differently, thus
decreasing not only the rate of CT scanning, but also the
rate of perforation and negative appendectomy. Instead of
worrying about indeterminate diagnostic results (the reason CTs were being over-ordered), a safe therapeutic option was implemented early (antibiotic therapy) in the
patient’s disease course. In lieu of “observation,” serial abdominal exams or repeated visits to the ER or PCP, the
pathway implements early antibiotic therapy. This was an
unforeseen and unanticipated outcome of the QI pathway.

Conclusion
The use of a diagnostic and therapeutic pathway that offers
antibiotic therapy for early probable appendicitis decreases
the need for diagnostic CT scanning without increasing
morbidity in pediatric appendicitis. Adherence to a medical/surgical treatment protocol that reserves surgery for
clinically advanced appendicitis results in a reduction in CT
scanning, perforation rates, negative appendectomy rates,
and overall surgery for appendicitis.
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